Gender, Work Schedules and Work/Family Regulation

The Gender and Work Technical Committee (TC)\(^1\) of the International Ergonomics Association (IEA) is responsible for this issue of the journal Work. Since many of the authors come from the scholarly tradition of ergonomic analysis of work activity, we should explain that, in this context, the word “regulation” refers to the attempts made by workers and workers’ groups to manage job requirements and constraints while meeting their own needs and respecting their own limits and abilities. Therefore the issue centers on work-family balancing strategies used in the workplace.

The TC, set up by IEA to provide a gender perspective in ergonomic analysis, has been particularly active in discussing themes like work schedule regulation, risk perception, work methods, and other themes at the intersection of gender and ergonomics: How can we understand the differences between men’s and women’s working conditions and their effects on health? How can we integrate gender-sensitive analysis into our intervention and research in ergonomics? How can we design working situations that take into account the biological and social differences between men and women? How to understand the various work activity and regulatory strategies of women and men in male-dominated, female-dominated and more mixed-sex workplaces? How does thinking about gender change our models and our methodologies for ergonomics research and intervention? This journal issue represents the results of some of these discussions.

The following explanations may be useful for those who are not familiar with French-language publications in ergonomics.\(^2\) Ergonomic analysis was developed to adapt work to human beings, implying re-examination of workplace design and work organization [1,2]. The field now called “ergonomic activity analysis” was first derived in France. Publications in English more often adopt a “human factors” approach, based in the natural sciences, relying more heavily on laboratory studies to produce norms and standards for tools, machines and worksites. Many of these studies are descended from scientific attempts to rationalize production and make it more efficient [3]. On the other hand, ergonomic activity analysis started by distinguishing between assigned tasks and actual work activity [4,5]. This induced ergonomists to abandon the laboratory for fieldwork and observation [6]. Because this group of ergonomists was rooted in practice, there was no question of studying work in the abstract: the purpose was to change it [7,8]. The emerging field was rapidly populated by physicians, psychologists, engineers and physiologists and all struggled toward a holistic, interdisciplinary vision of work and the workplace that now includes exchanges and interactions with the human factors approach.

The work activity model evolved during the 1970s to include functioning of the whole person at work borrowing theory from psychology on cognitive processes in simple and complex systems. The notion of work activity has remained central to the analysis, particularly targeting workers’ strategies to deal with the

---

\(^1\)See http://www.iea.cc/browse.php?contID=gender_and_work for the thinking leading up to the establishment of this committee, its mandate, objectives and annual reports.

variations in their environment due to interindividual differences, production fluctuations and changes in the social context. Workers are considered as the creators of their activity and their regulation strategies depend on their work situation; they develop at the same time as they regulate their own functioning and that of their work system [9]. It is this regulation of the activity that affects the workers’ health and performance [10].

The integration of gender considerations into this stream of ergonomics research and practice has not been easy. Since, in theory, work should be adapted for all workers, gender-associated physical and social characteristics should automatically be included in ergonomic interventions, and many ergonomists resisted specific consideration of gender, age and other sociodemographic characteristics. However, the broad, holistic perspective of “activity ergonomics” eventually favored a consideration of social context and, eventually, research and practical interest in marginalized populations at work [11–13]. Intense discussions about specific groups such as ageing workers and women led to the realization that these population characteristics were not immutable biological attributes but rather challenges requiring a wider conception of social and physical adaptations by the workplace and at specific job sites [12,14,15]. As Teiger has pointed out [16], most early ergonomic studies concentrated on women’s jobs without mentioning that fact. Women’s work was in fact a prime subject for ergonomic analysis because the skills and activities required were often underestimated [5,17]. And although most male and female biological characteristics and social roles overlap, the fact that many jobs are designed to fit with traditional male characteristics and roles can pose a problem for women [18,19].

Some researchers have presented a critique of the dichotomy life at work/life outside work; they instead presented an activity system with “reciprocal control” of the two spheres [20]. The focus was on life outside work viewed as a context for an individual’s regulatory strategies at work. However, ergonomists involved in the study of gender felt that strategies to regulate the interaction between home and workplace were an integral part of work activity, and therefore that work organization as it affected work-family balancing was a collective dimension of work and part of the purview of ergonomic intervention [21,22]. Ergonomic studies were called for, in order to render visible the strategies that link activity at home and in the workplace. The aim was to change the representation of these strategies and of the workers who employ them. As long as work-family balancing is viewed as a problem for the individual worker, or, worse, as a measure of the worker’s degree of “organization”, the necessary transformations will not take place that give workers the leeway they need to handle work-family interactions, nor will employers take responsibility for developing skills and opportunities in this area.

The group of papers presented here shows that ergonomists can contribute to the study of work/family balancing in a gender perspective, by understanding how individuals and groups work out compromises so as to maintain their own and their families’ physical, cognitive and emotional well-being in the face of the multiple demands and constraints of the workplace situation. This issue is innovative in that it concentrates on the actions taken by women and men in response to the increasing invasion of work schedules into family time and on solutions that have been developed. The authors have started to enlarge the scope of data collection in the workplace, considering the various interfaces involved; the papers here use a variety of methods, from the traditional ergonomics tools of observations and interviews to wider more quantitative studies.

Four articles deal with health and social services, traditional occupations for women. Estryn-Béhar and colleagues found that, for female and male physicians, work-family conflict was related to burnout; however, female physicians were twice as likely as males to say that their professional life was an obstacle to having children. Solutions were sought through team-building so as to diminish work-family conflict. Doniol-Shaw and Lada describe how female home care workers, faced with inadequate work organization that increases their work load, are unable to turn their backs on their patients, and so allow work time to overflow into family time. Solutions proposed involve increasing the leeway and control given to the workers to manage their time. For the group of women’s shelter counsellors studied by Chatigny, the distribution of work schedules by seniority was a major problem for younger workers with families. The system was not only a major risk for work-family conflict but also diminished younger workers’ access to the more interesting tasks usually found during the day shift. The shelters’ more senior workers had to think about renouncing the benefits of seniority in order to diminish turnover and guarantee survival of the shelters. The study by Barthe, Massing and Abbas concerns health care aides in a long-term care hospital, where schedules were to some degree irregular and unpredictable for a majority of personnel. The difficulty of the role of the schedule manager is augmented by the
fact that work-family balancing, although required by the invasive scheduling, is not openly discussed. Two studies deal with work-family balancing in jobs that are non-traditional for women. Scheller describes the difficulties but also the advantages of bus driving as a profession for mothers of young children. Several mothers find that bus driving allows them to be home at the right time for their children, once they have found the right way to organize work and home life. Like the other authors, Scheller suggests that team work and collective discussions of work-family interactions would be beneficial. Caroly underlines the role of work organization in work-family interactions by comparing two work environments. In the primarily female health care profession of nursing, the work team was much more amenable to arrangements for women with young children than in the traditionally male profession of police work. Finally, Bernstein, a legal scholar, has analysed the strategies available in Québec, Canada, for low-paid, low-status workers in the service sector. Since little of the research on work-family interactions has dealt with this type of worker, her article fills an important gap. Please note that three other papers on work-family interactions in the teaching profession will appear in a future issue of this journal.

It will become evident in reading the various papers that thinking about gender in connection with setting up work schedules requires us to reflect on collective work activity at work, how workers develop collaborative ways of regulating their environment. Collective activity is not present at the time of hiring; it is constructed over time, as a function of the team, and within the margins of what is allowed by the work organization [23]. It requires development of a working group and not just joint actions and can therefore be threatened by contemporary organizational strategies such as subcontracting and variable work schedules, where workers come and go as individuals [24]. Reconciling work with the world outside work is new even in gender studies in ergonomics and requires us to renew our models of work activity and rethink our analytical methods and our proposals for transforming work.

A very few of the papers here consider the different contexts of this regulation for men as well as women. In general, men are an under-studied lot in the nascent field of gender and ergonomics (although some work has been done, notably by Damien Cru [25], on men’s strategies for managing risks). We hope that future research will deal with the different physical and social environments of women and men, as well as any gender differences in regulatory strategies. The notion of risk is critical to this consideration, since workers’ strategies for health protection in the face of constraint depend on their perception of health risks and the relative weight given to health protection and maintenance of production.

We hope this collection will make a substantial contribution to ergonomics, to the study of work organization and to thinking about work-family balancing.
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